Standard Detail Drawings Updates

Implementation Schedule: These drawings will be included when applicable in plans scheduled for the May 2020 PS&E due date of the proposal preparation process schedule (refer to FDM 19-1 Attachment 1.5).

Edits to the drawings are highlighted in red. On the backsides where new text has been inserted or combined with old text, the new text appears red.

SDD Table of Contents - summary list with new or edited SDDs highlighted.

SDD 08D01 (Sheets a-b) Concrete Curb and Gutter (revised) Revise by General Notes and backside notes edit.
SDD 08D02 (Sheets a-c) (revised/new) Concrete Surface Drains, Flume Type at Structures. Revise by revising and expanding existing details.
SDD 08D03 (Sheets a-c) (revised/new) Concrete Surface Drains, Drop Inlet Type at Structures. Revise by revising and expanding existing details.
SDD 08D16 (Sheets a-b) Concrete Curb and Gutter, Curb and Gutter and Pavement Ties (revised) Revise by General Notes and backside notes edit.
SDD 13C19 HMA Longitudinal Joints (revised) Revise by editing existing detail and adding additional profiles.
SDD 14B32 (Sheets a-f) Concrete Barrier Single Slope (revised/new) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD 14B33 (Sheets a-h) Concrete Barrier Single Slope Thrie Beam Anchor (revised) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD 14B35 (Sheets a-f) NJ Shape to Single Slope Barrier Transitions (revised) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD 14B36 (Sheets a-f) F Shape to Single Slope Barrier Transitions (revised) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD 14B37 (Sheets a-b) Double Faced NJ Shape to Single Slope Barrier Transitions (revised) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD 14B38 (Sheets a-d) Height Transitions for Single Slope Barrier Transitions (revised) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD 14B39 (Sheets a-c) Double Faced F Shape to Single Slope Barrier Transitions (revised) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD14B40 (Sheets a-j) Vertical Faced F to Single Slope Barrier Transitions (revised) Revise by updating footing dimensions.
SDD 15C02 (Sheets a-f) Barricades and Signs for Mainline, Detour, On Ramp, Off Ramp Closures and Advanced Width Restriction (revised) Revise Sheet “e” by adding additional signage guidance.
SDD 15C08 (Sheets a-c) Pavement Marking, Mainline and Turn Lanes (revised) Revise sheet “a” by editing One-Way Traffic Permanent pavement marking.
SDD 15C15 (DELETED) 36” Diameter Full Span Overhead Sign Support Base
SDD 15C22 (DELETED) 24” Diameter Cantilever Overhead Sign Support Base
SDD 15C23 (DELETED) 30” Diameter Cantilever Overhead Sign Support Base
SDD 15C24 (DELETED) 36” Diameter Cantilever Overhead Sign Support Base
SDD 15C25 (DELETED) 42” Diameter Cantilever Overhead Sign Support Base
SDD 15D06 Traffic Control, Two Lane Two Way Operation (revised) Revise typical traffic control signing
SDD 15D08 Traffic Control, Temporary Exit Ramp Crossover (revised) Revise by General Note addition.
SDD 15D09 Traffic Control, Single Lane Crossover Exit (revised) Revise by General Note addition.
SDD 15D12 (sheets a-c) Traffic Control Lane Closure, (new Sheet "d") Add Sheet “d” for Basic Traffic Control Warning System
SDD 15D44 Traffic Control, Signing on Roadways with Milled Surfaces (revised) Revise by updating signing.
SDD 15D45 Traffic Control, Signing on Roadways with Loose Gravel (revised) Revise by updating signing.
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